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Jansen, Craig M.  Lean Implementation Methodology for a Push Manufacturing Business 

Abstract 

Company XYZ manufactures vinyl windows in a business market with very low price points and 

very tight profit margins.  Company XYZ pushes product down the double hung vinyl window 

unit line supported with vast amounts of work-in-process inventory between each work station.  

The work-in-process inhibited the workers from meeting customer demand because too much 

time was spent moving work-in-process material and not enough time was spent on producing 

product. 

Company XYZ was purchased by a larger Corporation that practiced lean methodology.  

The Corporation sent a team of Industrial Engineers to train a cross functional team of 

employees to improve the line efficiency, reduce labor, shorten lead time, and eliminate the 

work-in-process on the vinyl window unit line.  Once the lean methodology training was 

complete, the vinyl window unit line team used the learned lean methodology and lean tools to 

eliminate waste.  The vinyl window team was able to improve the line efficiency 34%, reduced 

the labor 57%, shortened the lead time 66%, and eliminated work-in-process by 80%.  The data 

supports the use of lean methodology and lean tools to improve the vinyl window unit line. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 

Company XYZ is the largest manufacturer of vinyl windows and patio doors in North 

America with two facilities in the Midwest and two facilities in the East.  The company was a 

privately-owned family business founded in 1947 and was purchased in 2006 by another 

privately-owned window and patio door manufacturer located in the Midwest.  With the 

acquisition of company XYZ, the corporation can provide windows and doors for virtually any 

new construction or home improvement project at any price point.  Company XYZ generates 

40% of the sales for the corporation with exclusive sales to Home Depot and the total sales 

volume continues to increase. 

Market trends and window sales indicate there is a shift to a vinyl window product priced 

at a lower cost versus a higher cost wood product and have started to be common place in high 

end homes with a building cost over a million dollars.  The corporation is impacted by this trend 

to compete against other competitive vinyl window producers based on price points and very 

narrow profit margins.  The corporation realizes that high sales volumes are required to maintain 

operating profits for the vinyl window product and yet must keep the vinyl window unit cost at a 

minimum to remain competitive in this market niche.  After ten years of ownership, the vinyl 

window manufacturing cost continued to rise and other performance indicators of safety, quality, 

and delivery declined.  The cost of the window has had minimal price increases to compete 

against other vinyl window manufacturers and this had an adverse effect on the profit margin. 

The corporation has been practicing the methodology of lean manufacturing since 2000 

and understood that Company XYZ must change the manufacturing practice from a push system 

with large amounts of work-in-process and transform the vinyl window production process into a 
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pull system incorporating one piece flow if the vinyl window product was to remain price 

competitive and profitable. 

The corporation experienced improved labor efficiency, waste reduction, improved 

quality, shorter lead time, and significantly reduced work-in-process through the implementation 

of lean manufacturing in other parts of the corporation and planned that the corporation would 

get the same results at Company XYZ.  The goal of the corporation was to successfully 

implement lean manufacturing methodology in one of the production process in one of the four 

plants and achieve acceptance from all of the employees.  Data was gathered from the four vinyl 

unit business sections and costs were evaluated based on labor hours and vinyl window units 

produced per line.  The corporation selected the plant in the Midwest that had a line that 

manufactured double hung units.  This style of window is 60% of the volume of the vinyl units 

sold.   

The double hung unit has two sashes within a frame which travels vertically to open or 

close the window.  Once the sashes are placed into the frame it is considered a unit.  The line is 

set up with the sash being manufactured parallel to the frame and looks like a capital Y when the 

unit is assembled.  The unit is then packaged into a box at the end of the manufacturing line, 

staged on the proper flat to be transported by a pull cart or tugger, which is then taken to the 

proper van loading dock and sent to the distribution center based on a scanned bar coded label. 

Current throughput on this unit line is 195 units per shift and customer demand for the 

unit line is projected to be 230 units per shift.  The fault in this production process is too much 

product is made at each work station and creates an uncontrollable amount of inventory or work-

in-process which is defined as mass production (Womack, Jones, & Roos, 1990).  The 

component that is produced at each work station must stay in proper sequence to meet up with 
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the proper frame in the downstream assembly process.  Currently employees waste time moving 

material out of their way to produce even more work-in-process and spend too much time on the 

work-in-process to keep it in the proper sequence.  This eventually causes each work station to 

fall behind in productivity due to the extra attention required to sequence the work-in-process 

and not enough time is spent at the work station to produce enough product to meet customer 

demand by the end of the shift.  The extra handling also causes defects because material is set on 

the floor instead of the provided flow rack or cart. 

Statement of the Problem 

Company XYZ’s throughput on this unit line was 195 units in 7.5 hours with 19 

employees.  The customer demand for this line was estimated to be 230 units a shift.  The work-

in-process inventory slowed the production process down and if the unit requirement was not 

met, there was a risk of not meeting customer orders.  

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to establish a flow system with one piece of product being 

manufactured and sent to the next work station if there was an open spot for the product to be 

placed.  When the next station was finished the product moved to the next station if there was an 

open spot and continues on to the end of the production line in this fashion.  Manufacturing one 

piece at a time and passing the piece on to the next step in the process instead of making batches 

of product will eliminate the work-in-process between each work station (Liker, 2004).  A value 

stream map was created to allow XYZ manufacturing company to understand and visualize the 

current process and to point out the waste in the system by identifying the unbalance of the 

production line work content between work stations.  This was accomplished by completing a 

time study analysis to show that some work stations have more or less work then other station on 
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the production line and the work needs to be moved up or down the production process to even 

out or balance the work load.  The value stream map was also used as a tool by the facility to 

improve the current state process and plan a future state process that will improve safety, quality, 

cost, and delivery by reducing or eliminating unnecessary processes and improving work 

efficiency. 

Assumptions of the Study 

The study assumes new standard work created by the movement of work elements up and 

down the assembly process or the improved work station methods will be followed by the 

production crew.  The line leads or production supervisors will complete audits each shift to 

verify that the standard work is being performed correctly.  If the standard work is not being 

followed, then proper training will occur to properly train the individual to perform the work 

correctly.  It was assumed that one piece flow is understood and followed by all production 

personnel and corrective action or training will occur if too much inventory accumulates between 

work stations.  It was the assumption based on lean manufacturing principles that tools are 

adopted and continuous improvement is supported by upper management at Company XYZ.  

Definition of Terms 

These are the definitions for the terminology used in this study. 

5S.  This is a house keeping process that will organize and clean a work station area to 

make working easier and simpler (Arthur, 2011).  

Change over.  A process where a production device is changed to make a different part 

or preform a different operation (Rooney & Rooney, 2005). 

Continuous improvement.  Incorporating the best practices into the standardized work 

and improving upon this documented standard (Liker & Meier, 2006). 
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Gemba.  Japanese term meaning the actual place where value is being added to a product 

or service (Liker, 2004). 

Heijunka.  This is a method to level out the production flow to create a smooth 

production process (Eaton, 2013). 

Jidoka.  This is a term used to detect a problem during production that prevents the part 

from getting to the next step (Jones, 2011). 

Just-in-time.  This is a process for producing the correct amount of material and 

delivering it at the place it is used at the time it is required (Arthur, 2011). 

Kaizen.  A cross functional group works in a team to make small incremental changes to 

improve a process (Liker, 2004). 

Kanban.  A communication tool that authorizes movement. It regulates pull in the 

Toyota production system (Rooney & Rooney, 2005). 

Non-value-added.  A term that defines any process that does not create value for the 

customer and is considered a wasteful activity (Liker, 2004). 

One piece flow.  Transfer a single piece between process steps within a work cell to 

reduce inventory at a work cell and to create opportunity to improve work balance (Rooney & 

Rooney, 2005).  

Pull system.  A type of way to schedule individual production processes, in which the 

customer process takes the item it needs, and the supplying process then replenishes the item 

(Rooney & Rooney, 2005).  

Seven waste.  Taiichi Ohno’s commonly found waste in physical production (Rooney & 

Rooney, 2005).   
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Shadow board.  A visual management tool to help identify what is missing and to 

organize necessary items (Rooney & Rooney, 2005). 

Standard Work.  A document of best practices that all workers are to follow in the same 

sequence to eliminate variation from differences in work method (Liker & Meier, 2006). 

Toyota production system.  This is a methodology created by the Toyota Motor 

Corporation’s production process and the purpose is to eliminate waste and improve the 

production process productivity (Liker, 2004). 

Value-added.  A term that defines any process which creates value for the customer 

(Liker, 2004). 

Value stream map.  A tool used to map or draw a diagram identifying all activities that 

occur in the flow of a process (Arthur, 2011). 

Work Balance.  A technique used to help distribute work evenly within a work cell 

(Niebel, 1993). 

Limitations of the Study 

Employee involvement was minimal based on the time frame allowed to train the 

employees on lean manufacturing tools and the time frame dictated from the corporation to 

implement change in the vinyl window process.  The time study analysis was completed based 

on one shift of observation and involved the same operator at each work station.  The limitation 

of the study was based on the availability of Company XYZ personnel to support the changes 

made and to change the culture within the company. 

Methodology 

The basis for this study was to evaluate a 19 person assembly process that produced 

product by batch processing and generated huge amounts of work-in-process inventory between 
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each individual work station.  Through lean training sessions with the production employees and 

staff, the assembly process was revamped.   

The production employees used the 5S tool to sort, straighten, shine, standardize, and 

sustain.  The first phase of the 5S lean methodology created an organized work cell that allowed 

the employees to get rid of items that did not belong in the work cell and identify and locate 

necessary tools required to perform their job in an efficient manner.  Shadow boards were 

created to help label and identify necessary items required to perform their job and helped reduce 

change over time.  The shadow boards also provided a visual management tool to identify 

missing items.  Work stations and equipment were cleaned and any items that needed 

maintenance were documented on a log sheet for repair.  To help sustain the process an audit log 

was introduced and used to monitor the work cell and to keep it in proper order.  This 

documentation and observation process helped standardize the method and helped maintain the 

discipline to continue to practice this methodology.  The 5S tool was completed with much 

enthusiasm from the employees to own and maintain their process. 

The cross functional team of employees took advantage of the opportunity to document 

the seven wastes based on observations recorded by the production employees on the shop floor.  

With the learned ability to problem solve, opportunity existed to create one piece flow and 

reduce work-in-process.  The employees recognized over production as one of the worst waste 

because it promotes the other seven wastes and by eliminating batch processing it allowed the 

implementation of one piece flow and increased line efficiency.  One piece flow reduced the 

amount of time spent on moving excess product at their work station and improved quality by 

eliminating the number of touches at each work station.   
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Time study analysis was completed for each individual work station to acquire current 

state analysis and the elements retrieved from the study aided in creating standard work 

documents and operator balance charts.   

Three spaghetti diagrams were generated to track information, material, and people flow.  

The information data was used to evaluate how the employees received product information and 

what paper work was used to track product through the work cell.  This information was used to 

create the information portion of the current state value stream map and create a pull system.  

The material flow spaghetti diagram was used to document how material arrived at the work cell 

and helped to locate product at the point of use.  The amount of work-in-process was recorded 

and this data was added to the current state value stream map as inventory between each work 

station.   

Using the time study analysis along with the spaghetti diagram information, a current 

state value stream map was completed.  The value stream map was used to identify and reduce or 

eliminate non value added work.  The value stream map was also used to generate a future state 

value stream map to help guide the elimination of waste. 

Summary 

Armed with lean knowledge the production personnel were able to start to incorporate 

one piece flow into the production process through the useful information obtained in the time 

study data, 5S methodology, waste walk, current state value stream map, and the spaghetti 

diagram.  All these tools combined form part of the bases of lean manufacturing and continuous 

improvement though the use of problem solving skills which will continue to develop as 

ownership by the shop floor personnel continues along with the support from management. 
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Chapter II literature review provides documented analysis and case studies to support the 

principles and benefits of lean manufacturing.  Chapter III reviews how the methodology was 

completed for the study.  Chapter IV delivers what the results of the study provided.  Chapter V 

addresses the discussion of the results, conclusion, and recommendations for further 

improvements. 
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Chapter II: Literature Review 

Company XYZ plant’s throughput on this unit line was 195 units in 7.5 hours with 19 

employees.  The customer demand for this line was estimated to be 230 units a shift.  The work- 

in-process inventory has slowed the production process down and if the unit requirement was not 

met, there was a risk of not meeting customer orders.   

The competitive market in the vinyl window industry has one of the lowest costs per unit 

price points and forces high sales volumes to achieve higher profits.  High operating efficiency in 

the production process is a requirement to meet profit margins.  The inventory carrying cost of 

the vinyl line sustained by high levels of work-in-process and poor line efficiency had 

deteriorated profit margins.   

The literature reviewed in this chapter provides information about the steps required to 

introduce and successfully implement lean methodology and the transformation process 

management and the employees completed to change their work habits, company culture, and 

learned how to solve problems.  Fourteen principles of the Toyota Production System are 

outlined that were used as a road map to help in the transformation process towards lean 

manufacturing methodology.  The literature focuses on the benefits gained through the Toyota 

production system and the use of lean tools that helped transform production processes, through 

the elimination of waste, into more efficient processes by utilizing one piece flow, 5S, and a 

value stream map.   

Lean Manufacturing is a Journey 

Lean according to Holweg and Bicheno (2016) is “the sequence of operations that has 

uninterrupted flow to deliver perfect quality” (p. 1).  For lean to be successful it must contain 

continuous improvement that would include: waste reduction, value enhancement, and people 
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involvement.  Based on the work of Womack and Jones (1996), there is a five step process to 

lean transformation: defining customer value, defining the value stream, making it flow, pulling 

from the customer back, and striving for excellence.  This transformation to lean manufacturing 

will eliminate waste in the process, which will lead to an improvement in cost, quality, and speed 

(Martichenko, 2008).   

Toyota has strived for operational excellence and as stated by Liker (2004), Toyota’s 

success is based on the ability to develop leadership, teams, and culture, to devise strategy, to 

build supplier relationships, and to maintain a learning organization.  Based on a four year study 

by Spear and Bowen (1999), they deciphered the Toyota production system success was due to 

the non-wavering rigid regime held fast by Toyota that also makes them flexible and creative.  

Once a process is standardized and stable, focus can be shifted towards improvement (Spear & 

Bowen, 1999).   

Non-lean manufacturing producers often set their goals as good enough, but lean 

manufacturers strive for operational excellence and see perfection as the goal (Womack et al., 

1990).  Jim Lancaster, Chief Executive Officer at the Lantech company, affirms the change to 

lean based on his experience transforming Lantech into a lean company.  He attributes their 

success to creating a management system based on standardized work, visual management, and 

standardized management to remove obstacles and support operators.  This change in culture was 

required to hold the gains in performance and quality once the process was stabilized and 

adherence to the process was followed.  Deviation from the process exposed problems and early 

recognition that could be easily addressed (Lancaster, 2013).  Results from lean are achieved 

once a common set of beliefs and principles are understood and adopted from all levels 

(Dombrowski, Mielke, & Engel, 2012).  Most companies that implement lean are not successful 
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because they don’t embrace the entire methodology and use only the tools to try and change, but 

the driving force must also include a change in culture which needs to exist throughout (Liker, 

2004).  Lean takes time to develop and does not happen in a short period of time (Martichenko, 

2008).  This takes years of dedication to the lean system and is not an overnight implementation 

process (Liker, 2004).   

The Essence of Lean Manufacturing 

Liker (2004) said through his research he has identified 14 principles that drive the 

Toyota Production System.  It is a road map of Toyota’s manufacturing philosophy.  The first 

principle focuses on long term goals even if you must sacrifice some initial financial cost (Liker, 

2004).  Investing in the people and supporting them will create a continuous improvement 

culture that creates a positive work environment where people want to work and reduces 

absenteeism (Liker, 2004).  When employees begin to see the benefits of customer satisfaction 

inside and outside the facility, it financially improves the business through continuous 

improvement opportunities and a desire to be a part of the decision making process, (Womack & 

Jones, 1996). 

Second is to create continuous flow so problems are easily identified (Liker, 2004).  

Continuous flow allows a process to shorten the lead time from raw material to the finished 

product and provides for the lowest cost and better quality (Liker, 2004).  By lowering the 

inventory in a continuous flow process you expose problems that need to be addressed to 

eliminate stopping the process (Womack & Jones, 1996).  Most processes consist of 90% waste 

and 10 % value added activity (Liker & Meier, 2006).  This is a major change from mass 

production, which produces product in large batch quantities, which consume resources and 
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require inventory storage (Liker, 2004).  Taiichi Ohno is quoted as saying, “The more inventory 

a company has,… the less likely they will have what they need.” (Liker, 2004, p. 104).   

Third, create a system that pulls product instead of pushing product at the next work 

station and eliminate over production (Liker, 2004).  Based on Taiichi Ohno’s prior statement, 

this is why it is important to create a pull system that uses up product as it is needed, instead of 

pushing product through the system (Liker, 2004).  Schedules are developed based on customer 

forecast and since forecast can fluctuate, inventory is usually stock piled in warehouses or as 

work-in-process between work stations, which constitutes a push system (Leone & Rahn, 2002).  

A pull system should be based on material and information that needs to be replenished 

(Martichenko, 2008).  Because Ohno had very little resources he devised a way to replenish 

processes through the use of kanban.  Kanban means sign, signboard, doorplate, poster, 

billboard, card, but it is taken more broadly as a signal of some kind. It is a notification that a set 

amount of product is required at a specified location (Liker, 2004).  A kanban should be kept 

simple and visual (Martichenko, 2008). 

Fourth, level the work by distributing it evenly up or down the process.  Wait is one of 

Taiichi Ohno’s seven wastes (Liker, 2004).  Operators do not like to wait and will over produce 

to fill in the time waiting (Liker & Meier, 2006).  If a production process is not balanced to 

customer takt time your line may over or under produce product (Leone & Rahn, 2002).  By 

creating standard work that is balanced and meets takt time, you eliminate waste (Mann, 2005).  

The goal is to set up a balanced work cell that can produce to takt time (Leone & Rahn, 2002).   

Fifth, create a decision making culture that is empowered to stop the process and fix 

errors to make a quality product the first time (Liker, 2004).  Empower employees to make their 

own work decisions. (Bozdogan, Milauskas, Mize, Nightingale, Taneja, & Tonaszuck, 2000).  Liker 
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(2004) reveals to get people to become problem solvers a sense of need and security, based on 

Maslow’s law foundation elements, needs to exits.  Part of a lean transformation as jobs are freed 

up is to find other productive tasks (Womack & Jones, 1996).  As people take ownership of the 

process, this will drive continuous improvement and a sense of urgency to keep the process 

running (Liker, 2004).   

Sixth, standardize every task so it is repeatable and empower the worker to improve the 

process (Liker, 2004).  Employees strive for continuous improvement through the 

implementation of creative solutions (Bozdogan et al., 2000).  Breaking down each task with 

repeatable tasks not only exposes issues, but allows management to react quickly to help resolve 

issues (Lancaster, 2013; Martichenko, 2008).  Standard work is developed for the lean management 

system so activities are repeatable like tier two meetings on the shop floor (Mann, 2005). 

Seventh, expose problems by making each process as visible as possible (Liker, 2004).  

Keep processes simple and consistent so it is easily recognized if the standardized process is not 

being followed.  Standardizing a process and following it explicitly exposes problems 

immediately when variation occurs from the normal established process (Lancaster, 2013; Spear 

& Bowen, 1999). 

Eighth, utilize technology to serve the people and to improve a process, not to replace 

people (Liker, 2004).  This was later included as part of Taiichi Ohno’s seven waste and is now 

considered and eighth waste.  The focus of lean thinking is to understand waste and eliminate it 

from any process (Martichenko, 2008; Womack & Jones, 1996). 

Ninth, promote leaders from within the company and create leaders who have worked 

and lived the process (Liker, 2004).  Problem solving is driven down to the lowest level in lean 

methodology.  Managers have obtained the necessary skills in a lean process to lead and resolve 

issues because lean methodology promotes from the bottom up (Liker, 2004).  Cross functional 
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learning is also necessary to gain an understanding of other required functions of a company or 

service.   A company that has embraced and lives the lean culture promotes executives inside the 

company because they have experienced what it means to maintain the lean culture (Womack et 

al., 1990).  There are some managers who will not accept lean manufacturing as change and will 

need to be removed so they don’t bog down the transformation process (Womack & Jones, 

1996). 

Tenth, create a company philosophy that people are willing to support (Liker, 2004).  

Several authors identified that many companies use only the tools of lean production system and 

focus on the layouts and methods of their production process. The support and change of culture 

come from the people and managers of a lean production system (Dombrowski et al., 2012).  A 

successful lean transformation occurs when employees see that management has taken the time 

to learn the process first and devote time with them (Womack et al., 1990).  People will respond 

with positivity when they are respected and value is placed on their ideas (Womack et al., 1990; 

Martichenko, 2008). 

Eleventh, work with your suppliers and help them improve their business so you both 

create a win-win environment (Liker, 2004). With supplier alliance and developing a partnership 

with a supplier, inventories can be reduced, quality improved, and product development can 

occur at the supplier (Leone & Rahn, 2002).  

Twelfth, everyone must spend time out at Gemba, where the value is being created 

(Liker, 2004).  Worley and Doolen, (2006) completed a quantitative three month study on a 

privately owned electrical business in Northwestern United States.  This company has been in 

existence for 32 years and employs 64 people.  The company consisted of a president, an 

operations manager, a production floor supervisor, and seven production leads.  The company 
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was in the early stages of lean transformation.  Four different collection methods were used to 

collect the data from different sources, observations, structured interviews, unstructured 

interviews, and value stream mapping.  The data collected revealed that 100% responded 

positively with lean concepts adopted and that management supported giving them time to clean 

their work areas helped to improve performance and created a positive working atmosphere.  

From the sample size of 48 respondents, 16 provided feedback that management must continue 

to communicate and be involved in the everyday activity on the shop floor.  The empirical 

evidence shows that the correlation with the involvement of management to implement lean 

plays a successful part in the lean transformation. The study also indicated that communication 

impacted both positive and negative lean implementation due to the fact that the production 

employees did not receive enough training time during this short implementation phase as did the 

production supervisor and leads and that the production employees were not informed as to why 

the transformation needed to take place.  By going to gemba, a leader is able to observe the 

process and make an evaluation on the performance of that process with first hand knowledge.  

This also allows for interaction with shop floor personnel to discuss any issues, which is the 

definition for genchi genbutsu (Mann, 2005; Martichenko, 2008).    

Thirteenth, involve others in the decision making process, which will take more time, but 

will insure that the due diligence has been completed and when a solution presents itself, 

implement it without hesitation (Liker, 2004).  Lean Manufacturing is a systematic way of waste 

removal from processes with the help of total employee’s involvement within the business 

(Singh & Dubey, 2013).  For management to make lean implementation successful it must be 

understood that the worker adds the value in the process and everyone needs to support that 

effort, this is the hierarchal structure of the Toyota Production System (Liker, 2004). 
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Fourteenth, create a learning environment with the ability to solve problems and 

document the success and failures of each project.  Liker (2004) points out that everyone in the 

company must work together to solve problems, but it is the worker that takes on the 

responsibility to keep the process running to prevent an outage and based on the ability to 

problem solve will help keep issues resolved.  Martichenko (2008) makes a good point about the 

fact that the worker lives the process every day and will generate the best solutions.  The process 

of plan-do-check-act is a standardized way to make process improvements that focus on issues to 

be resolved and allows the process to be bench marked and documented if an improvement was 

obtained (Lancaster, 2013). 

Visual Management Process 

A visual management system will allow a clear picture of the status of a process and the 

work necessary to complete the required steps (Womack & Jones, 1996).  A system must be 

designed so that visual cues will identify what the plan is, how much work-in-process is in 

process, and the status of that work at any given time (Martichenko, 2008). 

The Tools Used to Implement Lean Manufacturing 

The Toyota Production System has designed tools that identifies and removes waste from 

the system. The methodology is derived from the concept of building a house. The base of the 

house forms the foundation or the tools of lean manufacturing.  Without a solid base lean 

implementation will not be successful (Eaton, 2013). 

Identify the Seven Wastes 

Ohno (as cited by Liker, 2004) has identified seven non-value-added wastes in a process 

that can be identified and eliminated: overproduction, waiting, unnecessary transport or 

conveyance, overprocessing, excess inventory, unnecessary movement or motion, and defects, 
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but Liker (2004) added an eighth waste, unused employee creativity.  Taiichi Ohno, considers 

overproduction the main waste because it promotes the other wastes.  The difference between 

non-value added and value added activity must be identified otherwise the waste cannot be 

eliminated and improving production or reducing costs cannot be obtained (Jones, 2011). 

5S Methodology 

The 5S methodology was used in Japan to keep things neat and orderly, to expose waste, 

and assist in visual management (Martichenko, 2008).  Seiri (sort) is to identify and organize any 

necessary information or material and remove or discard the unnecessary.  Seition (straighten) 

requires labeling or color coding any remaining items for easy use. Everything is placed in a 

specific location.  Seiso (shine) specifies that all areas are kept clean and avoid unwanted 

material.  Cleaning acts as an inspection process and exposes potential failure that could impact 

quality or cause machine failure.  Seiketsu (standardize) is to develop standard procedures or 

rules to keep the work place looking the same all the time and to monitor the first three S’s.  

Shitsuke (sustain) means to complete audits and maintain self-discipline to promote continuous 

improvement.  This is a team function approach that management is involved in to help support 

5S (Womack & Jones, 1996; Martichenko, 2008).  The 5S tool is usually the first process at the 

start of the lean journey and the goal is to sustain an organized work environment and maintain a 

standardized process (Womack & Jones, 1996). 

Kaizen   

Kaizen is a Japanese term for continuous incremental improvement (Liker, 2004). The 

goal of a kaizen is to eliminate waste and add value to a process, through team work that solve 

problems, analyze data to gain knowledge or bench mark a process, document improvements to a 

process, and strives for perfection.  When a problem is exposed the root cause must be 
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determined to eliminate the problem and not the just fix the symptom, which will only return 

later on (Martichenko, 2008).  5 Why was developed by Toyota and is a technique that defines a 

problem in a statement and then ask why 5 times to drive down to the root cause analysis (Lean 

manufacture, 2009). 

Value Stream Map 

The objective of creating a value stream map is to sort out value added activity from non-

value added activity as perceived by the customer (Womack & Jones, 1996).  A value stream 

map documents the current state process to expose the waste and allows for future state planning 

by changing the process and documenting it on a future state map (Liker, 2004). 

One Piece Flow   

One piece flow means producing product one at a time at the rate or demand of the 

customer and the impact will eliminate work-in-process, which reduces the lead time to the 

customer (Liker, 2004).  One piece flow provides reduced lead time, reduced inventories and 

exposes problems (Martichenko, 2008).  The benefits of one piece flow builds in quality, creates 

real flexibility, creates higher productivity, frees up floor space, improves safety, improves 

moral, and reduces the cost of inventory.  This is supported by a cost analysis model completed 

by Meade and Kumar and Houshyar, (2006), which used five accounting methods to support the 

findings as one piece flow develops, inventory reduction is experienced over a period by period 

time frame.  There was a significant positive correlation between net profit and reduced 

inventory with a p-value of .010 when the inventory was reduced by 50%.  Lean does have a 

positive impact on the income statement.  
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Summary 

In this literature review, lean was defined as a value added culture through the 

elimination of waste.  Based on the information provided, lean is not something that can be 

implemented in a short period of time.  Management must make a commitment to implement 

lean and show their support to reinforce this culture change and broadcast this direction and 

provide a clear target.  This change must be clearly communicated throughout the entire 

enterprise for it to succeed.  Time must be allowed for the process to work and for proper 

training to be implemented.  Without the support of the work force the implementation process 

will fail.  Through the use of the lean tools such as 5S, value stream mapping, learning to 

eliminate the seven waste, and creating a problem solving culture, continuous improvement at all 

levels was achieved. Once uninterrupted flow was established, inventory reduction occurred with 

the elimination of work-in-process throughout the value stream.  Flow allowed a visual 

management system to take hold and provide insight to problem areas which were eliminated.  
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Chapter III: Methodology 

Company XYZ manufactures vinyl windows that are in a price sensitive, highly 

competitive market with a narrow profit margin.  Operating profits, quality, delivery, and safety 

had deteriorated over the past ten years because the assembly process was a push system that had 

work-in-process inventory between each work station.  Operators at each work station had spent 

too much time keeping components sequenced in proper order and re-sequencing as more and 

more work-in-process was built.  The corporation had been using lean techniques in other parts 

of the company and realized to remain price competitive, lean manufacturing needed to be 

implemented to improve operating profits.   

The purpose of this study was to reduce or eliminate the work-in-process within the 

assembly line using the tools from lean manufacturing.  Chapter I described lean methodology 

and supported the use of lean tools to eliminate waste by defining the seven wastes and 

implementing 5S.  Chapter II research identified the need for management to participate and lead 

the implementation of lean methodology.  The research also shows employees, when properly 

trained and given support from management, took ownership and improved the process by 

effectively eliminating waste and prevented non-value added work from being performed.  

Chapter III depicts the process used to collect current state data through a time study review and 

lean tools used to support this study.  The analysis helped transform the process with improved 

cost, reduced lead time, controlled work-in-process, one piece flow, and provided the customer 

with value added activity. 

Data Collection Process and Description 

The basis for this study was to evaluate a 19 person assembly process that produced vinyl 

window product by batch processing and generated work-in-process inventory between each 
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individual work station.  Through lean training sessions with the production employees and 

support staff, the assembly process was revamped.  The cross functional team of employees took 

advantage of the opportunity to document the seven wastes based on observations recorded by 

the production employees on the shop floor.  With the learned ability to problem solve, 

opportunity existed to create one piece flow, reduce work-in-process, locate product at the point 

of use, implement 5S, set up kanban system, and reduce or eliminate non value added work.   

Time study analysis was completed for each individual work station to acquire current 

state analysis and the elements retrieved from the study aided in creating standard work 

documents and operator balance charts.   

Instrumentation 

To gather current state information and bench mark the current process, a time study 

analysis sheet was completed for each individual work station by selected team members from 

the plant floor, engineering, scheduling, and supervision.  These were the experts that lived the 

process every day.  Their job was to observe and document the work elements per job.  Figure 1 

is an example of a time study analysis sheet.  A stop watch was used to record the time in 

seconds per element in a continuous fashion, so if a delay was experienced during the 

performance of the job, the time could be documented on the sheet and a note added in the 

comment column explaining the reason for the delay or variation in the process.   

The sample size consisted of five continuous cycles or until enough timings had been 

gathered for each element to support validating the process.  The data samples were averaged per 

element and then the elements were added together to get a total time for an entire work station 

cycle.  The information was analyzed by the shop floor personnel, production supervisor, and 

industrial engineer to obtain the best methods for the job.    
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Figure 1.  Time study analysis sheet. 

After approval, based on the documented information, the elements and times were 

transferred to standard work sheets.   

The time study analysis information generated the operator balance chart used to balance 

work stations within the production process.  The operator balance chart was used to separate 

value added and non-value added work elements and either eliminated elements or moved them 

up or down the production process.  Figure 2 displays an example of an operator balance chart.  

This chart allowed the production personnel to evaluate each work station and focused on getting 

the cycle times down to the required takt time.  

 

Figure 2.  Operator balance chart. 
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The next approach towards building a lean culture was implementing 5S methodology 

and applying the technique in the vinyl window unit assembly area.  The shop floor personnel 

followed the process by red tagging any item that was not utilized and removed the item from the 

work station.  Tools were organized and placed at the point of use, which provided an 

improvement to the process layout.  Shadow boards were created and placed at the point of use 

to help visually manage tools and keep them in order.  Equipment was evaluated cleaned and 

placed on the maintenance list for leaks to be fixed and machine guarding to be applied or 

improved.   

A standardized 5S audit sheet pad was placed by the supervisor at each work station to be 

filled out daily by shop floor personnel.  Figure 3 provides an example of a 5S audit sheet. 

 

Figure 3.  5S audit sheet. 
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A production person and the line lead would audit work stations within the work center to 

help sustain the process. 

A waste walk was completed by the shop floor personnel documenting any of the seven 

wastes observed within in the work center.  Figure 4 is an example of a waste walk sheet. 

 

Figure 4.  Waste walk sheet. 

The waste walk was part of completing the current state analysis and learning how to see 

waste through observation.  The person completing the waste walk would stand and observe a 

process for approximately half an hour.  The results were reviewed with the production person 
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performing the job, supervisor, and line lead.  Changes were made based on the information 

gathered to eliminate the waste. 

With the completion of the time study analysis a kaizen event took place to create a 

current state value stream map.  Figure 5 provides a look at a value stream map example.  A 

cross functional team was organized and made responsible for documenting and recording the 

current shop floor process.  The cross functional team focused on material, people, and 

information flows.  The team transferred the documented work station times to the process steps 

on the value stream map.  All the work-in-process inventory numbers within the work center was 

counted by the cross functional team and the data recorded on the value stream map.  A 

scheduler worked with the team to document how the information flowed through out the value 

stream.  The value stream map was used to identify waste in the process, reduce the lead time, 

eliminate inventory, and create one piece flow.  

 

Figure 5.  Value stream map example.  (Rother & Shook, 2003) 
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Once the current state information had been gathered with the time study analysis and 

lean tools, the cross functional team reviewed the current state value stream map and began the 

continuous improvement process of creating a future state value stream map.  The cross 

functional team provided expertise input from the various parts of the manufacturing process to 

eliminate waste.   

A spaghetti diagram is a tool that can open eyes to the amount of waste occurring in a 

process by mapping the three flows; information, material, and people.  Figure 6 is an example 

of this process.  This mapping process helped identify any repeated steps or processes that were 

unnecessary and generated the distance people or material traveled through the vinyl window 

unit assembly line.   

 

Figure 6.  Spaghetti diagram. 
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The spaghetti diagram tool exposed the non-value added activity to be eliminated. 

Data Collection Procedures 

The time study data acquired over a one week period, through visual observation, was 

broken down at each work station into individual work elements and documented by the shop 

floor personnel.  Each work element was measured with a stop watch at each work station to 

calculate a cycle time and any variation was noted on the data sheet.   

The time study information was used to generate the operator balance chart which broke 

the elements into value added or non-value added work.  The non-value added work was reduced 

or eliminated to create reduced cycle times at each work station.  The operator balance chart was 

used to move work elements up or down the process stream and level the cycle times for each 

individual work station which increased line efficiency.  The operator balance chart was also 

used to reduce the number of work stations in the work cell provided the cycle times at any 

individual work station did not exceed takt time.   

The cross functional team walked around the work center and drew a current state value 

stream map on paper to document the existing process.  This exposed the non-value added 

activity and waste in the process.  

The cross functional team exposed bottle necks in the production process and the amount 

of work-in-process on the production floor with the creation of the current state value stream 

map.  The map utilized the time study data documented by the production personnel and 

provided the necessary information pertaining to information, material, and people flow through 

the entire process from customer order to delivery.  The value stream map exposed which 

processes could be eliminated or combined to balance the work flow and eliminate inventory to 

reduce lead time and cost. 
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The 5S audit process was an information guide for management depicting the condition 

of the work stations and equipment.  The audit provided an action item list of required safe 

guarding.  The audit sheet also helped to enforce daily 5S activity. 

The shop floor personnel were able to identify and document the seven wastes to help 

eliminate non-value added activity and provided information for an improved future state layout. 

With the creation of the spaghetti diagram, information was processed and converted into 

knowledge about redundant travel and distances that could either be reduced or eliminated.  The 

diagram exposed the excessive sizes of individual work stations and the distance the product 

traveled within the work cell to be produced. 

Data Analysis   

An evaluation of the data collected provided insight on how to proceed with 

implementing lean manufacturing and the elimination of waste through the use of the tools 

taught to the production personnel and support staff.  The time study data helped improve the 

efficiency of the production process.  By balancing the work content and decreasing the high 

station time, the production process was able to produce more units without any extra effort.    

The value stream map created by the cross functional team exposed the unnecessary 

work-in-process on the floor and inventory was eliminated.  The creation of one piece flow 

became a reality.  This reduction in work-in-process reduced the lead time to flow product 

through the system and eliminated the chance of quality defects by reducing the number of times 

the product was touched.  Bottle necks were identified and the non-value added activity reduced 

or eliminated. 
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The training of the production personnel to become problem solvers has made positive 

small incremental improvements to the production process and has generated pride and 

ownership of the process to continue to make it better. 

Limitations 

Because of rotational scheduling, vacation time, and a high volume of turn over, it is hard 

to stabilize the vinyl window unit assembly line and sustain continuous improvement.  Lean 

manufacturing takes time and depends on a stable work environment to be successful.  

Management must continue to support these efforts and continue to acknowledge the progression 

that has been experienced on the shop floor. 

Summary 

This chapter illustrates how information was gathered to improve the vinyl window 

production process.  How tools from lean methodology were used made the production process 

more cost efficient.  Depicted within lean methodology are newly acquired skills to problem 

solve and ownership of the assembly process had become the responsibility involving everyone 

on the shop floor.  Chapter IV will review the results of the study based on the tools described in 

this section. 
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Chapter IV: Results 

Profit margins require a high operating efficiency in this highly competitive vinyl 

window market niche, but margins continued to decline over the past ten years in the vinyl 

window production at Company XYZ.  The purpose of this study was to implement lean 

methodology and improve the line efficiency in the vinyl unit assembly work center.  The intent 

of the corporation was to reduce or eliminate the work-in-process within the assembly line using 

the tools from lean methodology.  Through the use of lean methodology the corporation 

experienced improved labor efficiency, waste reduction, improved quality, shorter lead time, and 

significantly reduced work-in-process.  Chapter III deciphered the lean tools used to gather 

current state data and how the data was obtained, used, and analyzed.  This section describes the 

waste exposed in the vinyl window process through the data collected, analyzed, and presents the 

results from using lean methodology.  

Data Collection Process and Description 

The corporation sent two Industrial Engineers certified in lean production systems to 

complete lean methodology training at Company XYZ for one week.  This training taught the 

support staff and production personnel on the vinyl window line how to become problem solvers, 

expose waste, and how to use the lean methodology tools improving the vinyl window assembly 

line process.  With the learned ability to problem solve, opportunity existed to create one piece 

flow, reduce work-in-process, locate product at the point of use, implement 5S, set up kanban 

system, and reduce or eliminate non value added work.   

Time study analysis was completed for each individual work station to acquire current 

state analysis and the elements retrieved from the study aided in creating standard work 

documents and operator balance charts.   
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Instrumentation 

To gather current state information and bench mark the current process, a time study 

analysis sheet was completed for each individual work station by selected team members from 

the plant floor, engineering, scheduling, and supervision.  The data obtained was analyzed from 

the time sheets to see if there were any obvious variations in the performance of the jobs.   

The sash welder was calculated as the high station on the line at 174 seconds.  The takt 

time was calculated at 117 seconds, the sash welder needed to be reduced at a minimum of 57 

seconds to meet customer demand.  Figure 7 is the time study analysis sheet for the sash welder 

job.  The cycle time will appear as the high station on the operator balance chart.  This was one 

area of focus for the kaizen team to evaluate and eliminate sash welder waste.   

The time study analysis exposed work that could be performed during the sash welder 

cycle, but was completed after the cycle was complete.  When the sash welder cycled the 

operator waited and watched the machine cycle.  Completing work internal to the cycle of the 

machine the work station cycle was reduced approximately 45 seconds. 

The time study sheet comment section revealed 28 seconds was spent resequencing sash, 

which could be eliminated from the process.  Once operators were exposed and trained on one 

piece flow, the operator would understand that no product was to be produced unless there was 

room on the sequencing rack at the sash welder. 

The sash welder sequencing rack was located away from the output of the sash welder 

and added extra walking time for the operator to aside the welded sash to the sequencing rack.  

Eliminating the work-in-process, establishing flow, and relocating the sequencing rack would 

reduce the time 10 seconds.  The improvements made to the sash welder job reduced the work 
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station time to approximately 92 seconds to complete each sash welder unit cycle and the kaizen 

team achieved the goal of reducing the high station to meet customer demand.   

 

Figure 7.  Time study analysis sheet for the sash welder. 

The time study analysis information generated the operator balance chart used to balance 

work stations within the production process.  The operator balance chart was used to separate 

value added and non-value added work elements and either eliminated elements or moved them 

up or down the production process.  Figure 8 displays the current state operator balance chart for 

the vinyl window unit line.  The operator balance chart allowed the production personnel to 

evaluate each work station and focused on getting the cycle time down to the required takt time 

for the sash welder. 

 

Figure 8.  Current state operator balance chart for the vinyl window unit line. 
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Another benefit provided by the operator balance chart was the information provided a 

look at the line balance and what jobs could be combined, but remain under takt time depicted by 

the takt time line on the operator balance chart.  The current line balance was 47% efficient and 

had fallen to a capacity of 152 units per shift, which took approximately 60.1 minutes per unit.  

The line was staffed with 18 people, but also included the line lead for labor costs.  The total 

non-value added work in the work center was 360.9 seconds per unit, walk was an astounding 

309.2 seconds per unit, and wait was an additional 156.5 seconds per unit.   

The team focused on eliminating the non-value added work and walk by eliminating the 

work-in-process and creating one piece flow.  This prevented the operators from walking farther 

than necessary to acquire material not at their work station and eliminated traveling more than 

necessary to place their finished product out of sequence on the floor or in any storage spot 

available.  Figure 9 is the future state operator balance chart with the improvements made by the 

team.  The team was able to reduce non-value added work by 27%.  Walk was taken down by 

50% and wait was almost eliminated 9% per unit.  The staffing level went from 18 people to 15 

people and the labor line balance efficiency increased to 81%.  This reduced the labor cost per 

unit by 57%.   

 

Figure 9.  Future state operator balance chart for the vinyl window unit line. 
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The next approach towards building a lean culture was implementing 5S methodology 

and applying the technique in the vinyl window unit assembly area.  The shop floor personnel 

followed the process by red tagging any item that was not utilized and removed the item from the 

work station.  Tools were organized and placed at the point of use, which provided an 

improvement to the process layout.  Shadow boards were created and placed at the point of use 

to help visually manage tools and keep them in order.  Equipment was evaluated cleaned and 

placed on the maintenance list for leaks to be fixed and machine guarding to be applied or 

improved.   

A standardized 5S audit sheet pad was placed by the supervisor at each work station to be 

filled out daily by shop floor personnel.  Figure 10 is the 5S audit sheet for the sash welder on 

the vinyl window unit line.  It documents the additional work-in-process that was produced in the 

work area.   

 

Figure 10.  5S audit sheet for the sash welder. 
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The 5S sheet had documented more training was required for new hires because when 

asked if the operator understood one piece flow, the answer was no.  This was reported back to 

management so that human resources could structure the on boarding process for new hires to 

include more detailed information about lean methodology.  

The documented waste walk completed by the shop floor personnel exposed the work-in-

process in the work center.  Figure 11 is one of the team members recorded waste walk sheet. 

 

Figure 11.  Waste walk sheet for the vinyl window unit line. 
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The results were reviewed with the production person performing the job, supervisor, and 

line lead.  Changes were made based on the information gathered to eliminate the waste. 

The kaizen team created a current state value stream map.  Figure 12 provides a look at 

the current state value stream map for the vinyl window unit line.  The team transferred the 

documented work station times to the process steps on the value stream map.   

All the work-in-process inventory numbers within the work center was counted and 

totaled a staggering 279 units of work-in-process.  The kaizen team implemented pull carts from 

the glass line to eliminate the push system that existed today.  This eliminated the extra glass 

stored line side and allowed the work station to have glass staged closer to the work station for 

obtaining glass.  Figure 13 is the future state map with kaizen burst ideas that would help guide 

the plant to an ideal state shown in Figure 14.  The value stream map was used to identify waste 

in the process, reduce the lead time, eliminate inventory, and create one piece flow.  The current 

state value stream map revealed that the total line time for a unit was 9,731 seconds or 2.7 hours 

and the total processing time was 983 seconds or .27 hours.  The kaizen team was able to 

eliminate the work-in-process and combine work station with a total line time per unit 3,314 

seconds or .92 hours and a new total process time of 758 seconds or .21 hours.   

The operators leave their work stations to move batched material to the next location 

without room for the product.  All processes prior to the packaging station have an abundance of 

work-in-process material. 
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Figure 12.  Current state value stream map of the vinyl window unit line.  

 

Figure 13.  Future state value stream map of the vinyl window unit line.  

The future state map was developed as a road map to achieve the ideal state goal.   
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Figure 14.  Ideal state value stream map of the vinyl window unit line.  

The ideal state map showed a reduced work-in-process inventory of units to a new low of 

57 units within the work center an 80% change.  One piece flow eliminated all of the work-in-

process between work stations.  Kanban system was established for glass sequencing to eliminate 

excess loads staged at the unit line.  Pull system was established were the product was not able to 

flow and a service person allowed workers to stay at their work station.   

A spaghetti diagram was completed for the sash saw that fed into the sash welder.  The 

sash welder was determined to be the high station on the line.  Figure 15 is the documented 
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spaghetti diagram that tracks the operator and material flow.  The kaizen team focused on the 

sash saw to eliminate the sash welder from producing excessive work-in-process.   

A service person was added to the assembly process with part of the job duties to keep all 

the saws filled with product when required.  This reduced the walk performed by the saw 

operators in the current state process.  The extra time would allow the saw operators to add 

punching the ends of the sash and frame parts which eliminated wait time and added value to the 

customer.  The service person also delivered product at the point of use within the work center to 

keep all operators at their work stations.  This allowed more work to be combined within one 

work station and reduced the waste within the process.  The future state sash saw had a 26% 

increase in value added work with an 81% reduction in non-value added work and a 97% change 

in walk that was eliminated with the new layout of the work cell. 

 

Figure 15.  Spaghetti diagram sash saw for the vinyl window unit line. 

The spaghetti diagram tool exposed the non-value added activity to be eliminated.  A pull 

cart system was established and the operators were trained to produce product if an empty cart 

was available.  This controlled process eliminated the chance for the sash welder and the sash 

saw to over produce product.  Quality was improved by the reduction in the number of times an 
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operator touched a part and the elimination of resorting product to keep product in the proper 

sequence supported by work-in-process inventory.   

Summary 

Chapter IV provided the information that was documented to improve the current state 

process to future state through the use of lean methodology.  The lean methodology training 

provided by the Corporation created a new group of problem solvers to seek out and eliminate 

waste. 

Through the use of the time study analysis, the vinyl window unit team was able to target 

the sash welder based on the numbers exposing it as the highest station in the assembly process.  

By evaluating the elements and comments from the time study analysis sheet, the sash welder 

was reduced from 57 seconds over takt time to 25 seconds below takt time.   

The operator balance chart provided the information to combine work stations and 

improve value added activity by 26%.  Through the reduction of non-value added work, walk, 

and wait time, the line efficiency went from 47% to 81%.  The staffing level changed from 18 

associates to 15 associates, which reduced the labor cost per unit by 57%.   

The vinyl window unit team created a future state value stream map as a guide to get to 

an ideal state.  The map provided the information to reduce work-in-process by 80%.  The old 

push system style of manufacturing was eliminated and converted to a one piece flow system.  

The vinyl window unit line went from 279 units of work-in-process to 57 units. 

The manufacturing cell was completing a metamorphosis by reducing work-in-process 

and the elimination of waste into an efficient manufacturing system. 

Chapter V provides discussion, conclusion, and future continuous improvement 

recommendations.  
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Chapter V: Discussion 

Company XYZ was identified as a candidate to implement lean methodology due to the 

loss of profit margins in the vinyl window business product extension.  The purpose of this study 

was to implement lean methodology and improve the line efficiency in the vinyl unit assembly 

work center.  Through the use of lean methodology the corporation experienced improved labor 

efficiency, waste reduction, improved quality, shorter lead time, and significantly reduced work-

in-process. 

Chapter I directed the focus on the shift in market trends to a vinyl window product 

priced at a lower cost versus a higher cost wood product in high end homes with a building cost 

over a million dollars.  The corporation could not continue to compete against other competitive 

vinyl window producers based on price points and very narrow profit margins with poor labor 

efficiency which had an adverse effect on the profit margin.  The corporation introduced lean 

methodology to improve labor efficiency and eliminate waste in the process.  The 

implementation of lean manufacturing created a one piece flow system and eliminated the batch 

processing with massive amounts of work-in-process.  The goal of the Corporation was to create 

a vinyl window production plant of problem solvers through the use of lean methodology. 

Chapter II reviewed the literature about the steps required to introduce and successfully 

implement lean methodology and the transformation process management and the employees 

complete to change their work habits, company culture, and learn how to solve problems.  The 

literature focused on the use of lean tools from the Toyota Production System that help transform 

production processes, through the elimination of waste, into more efficient processes by utilizing 

one piece flow, 5S, and a value stream map.  The research exposed the importance of 
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management to drive the implementation of lean methodology from the top down and an 

unconditional support must exist from management for lean methodology to be sustained. 

Chapter III explained the step by step process of the methodology used to collect data, 

how the data was used, and how the data was analyzed.  A time study analysis depicted the high 

station on the unit line and was used to create an operator balance chart.  The operator balance 

chart exposed the value added, non-value added, walk, and wait times within each work station.  

The time study data also provided the necessary information to complete a value stream map.  A 

waste walk was used in conjunction with the time study comment section to reveal waste in the 

vinyl window line process.  5S tool was used to organize and standardize the work area.  A 

spaghetti diagram exposed the waste within each work cell along with the waste walk.  The 

implementation of lean methodology created a team of problem solvers and provided the ability 

to recognize and eliminate waste. 

Chapter IV presented the results and analysis of the study.  The time study analysis 

provided the data for the vinyl window unit team to identify any station above takt time.  The 

operator balance chart deciphered the time study data into time buckets of value added, non-

value added, walk, and wait.  The methodical process allowed work stations to be improved and 

combined creating a line efficiency of 81% and reduced labor cost 57%.  The current state value 

stream map exposed the abundance of work-in-process between each work station.  The vinyl 

window unit team created a future state value stream map eliminating work-in-process by 80% 

and developed one piece flow.  The future state map will provide the road map to the ideal state. 

Limitations 

Employee involvement was minimal based on the time frame allowed to train the 

employees on lean manufacturing tools and the time frame dictated from the corporation to 
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implement change in the vinyl window process.  The experienced Industrial Engineers generated 

the solutions with team involvement instead of the team solving the problems.   

The time study analysis was completed based on one shift of observation and involved 

the same operator at each work station.  The short time frame did not allow the vinyl window 

team to gather all the necessary time study data required.  The Industrial Engineers gathered 

most of the data to get a detailed assessment of value added, non-value added, walk, and wait 

times.  The method provided a detailed assessment of the vinyl window unit line, but did not 

present the challenge to the vinyl window unit team on how to accomplish an accurate time study 

analysis and did not provide the opportunity for the team to document observed waste during the 

time study analysis.  The sample sizes were enough to gain confidence in the time study analysis, 

but did not reveal any variation in the process evaluating a second operator.   

The limitation of the study was based on the availability of Company XYZ personnel to 

support the changes made and to change the culture within the company.  Most of the 

engineering staff have little knowledge about lean manufacturing and do not understand how to 

make the correct change to improve a process using lean methodology.  The rate of change over 

is very high in manufacturing and in production support.  The ability to sustain a lean process is 

very difficult due to the amount of training required and limited resources to complete the 

training. 

Conclusion 

The literature review identified how the 14 principles derived from the Toyota Production 

System would be instrumental in developing lean methodology in a manufacturing facility. 

  Through proper training, lean transformation would take shape, but would require the 

support from top executives down through the levels of management to the shop floor.  The need 
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to change a culture has to take place before lean methodology can become second nature.  With 

the support from the Corporation to provide lean training, the first step was taken towards a lean 

transformation by investing capital up front which will lead to an improvement in cost, quality, 

and speed (Martichenko, 2008). 

The vinyl window assembly line in a plant in the Midwest was the target for a successful 

lean implementation.  Once the vinyl window assembly team was trained in lean methodology 

and understood how to look for waste, the team went out to the vinyl window unit line armed 

with the new lean tools. 

The vinyl window line experienced an improved labor efficiency of 43% by eliminating 

non-value added time, walk time, and wait time.  Labor was also reduced by 57%.  5S 

implementation helped organize the work stations, stabilize the work stations, and provided a 

sense of ownership by giving each work station operator the responsibility to own their area and 

take pride in the opportunity to eliminate waste.  The value stream map process provided the 

team with a way to experience waste reduction through the elimination of work-in-process, 

supported by batch manufacturing.  One piece flow was created with the 80% reduction in work-

in-process, which eliminated extra handling and improved quality.  The lead time through the 

vinyl window line was reduced by 66%. 

The goal of the corporation was to successfully implement lean manufacturing 

methodology in the vinyl window production process and achieve acceptance from all of the 

employees.  With the learned lean philosophy and enthusiasm abound within the vinyl window 

line; the vinyl window unit team was able to achieve the Corporation’s goal. 
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Recommendations 

Investing in the people and supporting them will create a continuous improvement culture 

that creates a positive work environment where people want to work and reduces absenteeism 

(Liker, 2004).  The turnover rate is still substantially high.  By empowering the employees and 

giving them ownership of the process, a sense of ownership and pride will replace boredom and 

fatigue.  The Corporation and the Company must continue to show support for lean methodology 

and continuous improvement.  Once a goal is achieved recognition and a celebration should be 

encouraged and shared by everyone.  The work culture will continue to change as long as lean 

methodology is supported by everyone and is adhered to on the shop floor.   

When employees begin to see the benefits of customer satisfaction inside and outside the 

facility, it financially improves the business through continuous improvement opportunities and a 

desire to be a part of the decision making process (Womack & Jones, 1996).  The vinyl window 

team has been successful in the use of lean methodology.  The lean tools alone will not sustain 

and stabilize lean manufacturing, but with this first successful project in the vinyl window unit 

line, the first step of continuous improvement has begun. 

The documentation and information on the success of this vinyl window project needs to 

be shared with the other vinyl window plants.  The Corporation needs to continue to train the 

other vinyl window plants in lean methodology and use this project as a best practice example. 

The next phase at Company XYZ is another time study analysis on the vinyl window 

process once all the changes have been completed and the vinyl window process stabilizes.  It is 

important to allow the vinyl window unit line to stabilize so that the heartbeat of the line can be 

established and any issues still lingering with eliminating waste on this project can continue.  

Another kaizen event should take place with a different team on the vinyl window process 
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following the same format and utilizing the lean tools as this project did.  The elimination of 

waste will continue to evolve as the Corporation trains the trainer.   
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